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Abstract
Objectives: To design a 32-bit IEEE 754 floating point standard based MAC unit using 15 nm FinFET. In MAC unit given 
data is multiplied and accumulated in a register which are processed separately as exponent and mantissa but there are 
some issues regarding area power and timing, compromising these constraints is bit difficult. Methods: The proposed 
architecture of floating point MAC unit is majorly divided into multiplier and accumulator components in these blocks 
the sub blocks are designed with Han-Carlson adder, Vedic multiplier, barrel shifter and comparator. Findings: The 
previous work was done in Hardware Description Language (HDL) in which the design will map to CMOS or pass transistor 
components after synthesis so designing of each component with transistors of 15 nm FINFET becomes vital. The entire 
design is carried out in cadence virtuoso and layout editor for timing, area and power. The performance can be increased if 
the computations are performed with less number of transistors. However, the decimal operations have been limited due 
to the increase in cost and complexity of hardware components. DFP arithmetic is used for the complex computations, it 
consumes more power because of the area it occupied when implemented in hardware. Improvements/Applications: 
Because of battery driven property low power with high performance are given major importance.

1. Introduction
In digital signal processing, multimedia systems, convo-
lution and filtering MAC unit plays an important role 
and manipulation of floating point numbers in that MAC 
unit will yield final results without loss of precision. The 
operations performed on the floating point numbers 
is bit complex compared to real numbers performing 
these computations consume large number of recourses 
in FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Arrays). FPGA has 
logic blocks and switching blocks which are configured 
while programming, any digital circuit can be imple-
mented with FPGA while coming to ASIC (Application 
Specific Integrated Circuit) where dealing with power 
area and timing becomes vital. They reduce the resources 
consumed for multiplier and adder performance of 

MAC can be increased. To optimize the hardware con-
sumed there are modifications in previous architectures. 
Previous works modified the architectures of multiplier 
from conventional multiplier to Vedic multiplier1 or 
booth multiplier or Wallace tree multiplier in Figure 1 
and some of the work was previously done on number 
systems used like residue number system or logarithmic 
number system and rest of the work was carried on adder 
architectures full adder, carry save adder, carry look ahead 
adder, Kogge-Stone adder, Brent kung and Han-Carlson 
adder2 in Figure 2 and work on different combinations 
of the architectures mentioned above like Wallace tree 
with Kogge-Stone. The entire work was done in hardware 
description languages but we can still increase the perfor-
mance by designing each and every component with less 
number of transistors as possible.
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Figure 1. 32-bit floating point representation.

Figure 2. MAC unit basic architecture.

The floating point numbers are represented in IEEE 
754 format which have 1 sign bit 8 exponent bits and 23 
mantissa bits. In some cases floating point is replaced 
with fixed point arithmetic but the results are not satis-
factory. FINFET is having a major attraction in recent 
years because there are three major attractions towards it. 
FINFET is having less leakage current, less off current and 
short channel effects. Floating-point arithmetic consumes 
large silicon area on a chip. Thus the circuit consumes large 
dynamic power and more static power with CMOS. The 
work done till date is in HDL in which power reduction 
has reached its limitation. To reduce the area and power 
much lower we have to excavate new angle of reducing 
the transistor count which intern reduces dynamic power 
to reduce static power new device is selected to design 
called FINFET. The major problem addressed in this the-
sis is the reduction of area and power floating-point based 
MAC unit that is capable of delivering high performance.

2. Architecture
The MAC unit is serves a major part in digital signal 
processing system. MAC is divided into two major parts 
multiplier in Figure 3 and accumulator before going details 
about MAC unit IEEE 754 standard should be considered 
based on this standard design of MAC unit is carried. 
IEEE 754 standard have 3 types of bit widths 16-bit (half 

precision), 32-bit (single precision)3 and 64-bit (double 
precision). In this paper major interest lies on 32-bit 
single precision format. As shown in Figure 4 this preci-
sion is having a sign bit represents a 0 for positive, 1 for 
negative. The exponent of base is two. The exponent field 
contains 127 plus so that representation of both negative 
and positive exponents becomes easy which is 8 bits wide. 
The first bit of the mantissa is set as 1 if the given value is 
normalized 23 bits is allocated for mantissa computation 
in IEEE 754 floating point standard. 

The two basic building blocks of a MAC unit are mul-
tiplier and accumulator as shown in Figure 5 which is 
synchronized with a clock. The operation of the circuit 
is first two inputs let it be a and b are multiplied passed 
through adder/Subtraction block and stored in register. 
Then next two inputs are arrived let it be c and d are mul-
tiplied and added to the previous product of a and b and 
accumulated in the register for next clock cycle likewise 
this process continues to yield final results.

 (Process step)

(Post process)

There are some other blocks which are designed to 
normalize the final value. The blocks shifter and leading 
one detector and comparator in Figure 6. Barrel shifter4 is 
used to shift a flock of data left or right based on selection 
lines and left or right pin shown in Figure 7. 

Leading one detector is used to detect leading one of 
the given input bits which are then passed through an 
encoder which acts as a selection line for barrel shifter5. 

Block leading one detector is shown in Figure 8. Detector 
and the outputs from final subtraction is final exponent 
and outputs from barrel shifter are mantissa of the mul-
tiplier. First two sign bits are through XOR gate and taken 
as a signal for next process in the same clock the data 
path for sign bit is explained and data path of multiplier is 
explained. Next exponent data path is explained and finally 
mantissa data is explained. If application requires area effi-
ciency than fast area-efficient VLSI adders6 can be used.
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Figure 3. Wallace tree multiplier.

Figure 4. Han-Carlson adder.

Figure 5. Barrel shifter.

Figure 6. Leading one detector.

Figure 7. Comparator.

Figure 8. Han-Carlson adder output.

3. Result
The corresponding mantissa bits are shifted and sent 
to Adder or Subtractor block depends on the sign bits 
computation obtained from XOR gate the output carry 
is subtracted from leading one detector bits as shown in 
Figure 9. And finally the mantissa bits are normalized in 
barrel shifter as like the operation performed in multiplier 
block. Implementation of each block with results is fol-
lowed in next section. Figure 10 shows the Leading One 
Detector Output obtained from cadence tool. Figure 11 
taken from Cadence tool illustrates the MAC Unit Output. 
Power consumed by the designed architecture is given in 
Table 1 as 1.26 mW which is suited for low power high 
performance circuits. Area required for design in term of 
feature size is (0.36 λ) suitable for portable application. 
Parallel adder7,8  can be used for high performance float-
ing point unit design as basic building block. Low-power 
FINFET9 or independent gate FINFET10 can be used for 
replacing CMOS logic circuits for low power applications.

Figure 9. Vedic multiplier output.

Figure 10. Leading one detector output.

Table 1. Results

Power (mW) Area(in terms of feature size)

1.26 (0.36 λ)2
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D. Simulation Results of MAC Unit

Figure 11. MAC unit output.

4. Conclusion and Future Scope
The 32-bit MAC unit is implemented in cadence virtuoso 
and cadence layout editor and the design was carried out 
in FINFET 15 nm technology. By designing with tran-
sistors and with a perfect mix of IEEE 754 standard we 
obtained power of and the arithmetic is performed with 
low power. For further improvement in performance in 
every stage pipelining can be employed. The depth of 
pipeline can be based on the speed of operation required 
there by increasing the throughput of the circuit.

Comparator output is passed through AND gate to 
obtain the final result. The explanation of exponent data 
path and mantissa data path is carried out in parallel. First 
the exponent bits are sent to a comparator the output is 
used to select the highest exponent by using 8 2-bit mul-
tiplexers. The two exponents are subtracted and result is 
used for mantissa stage of barrel shifter before addition. 
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